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hydrogen attractor for hydrogen/' He then describes
experiments on sea-weed (from the shore at Penzance)
which, he considers, prove that it can decompose water by
attracting Its hydrogen.
In his investigation of the role of phosoxygen in the
respiration of fishes he writes in a footnote:
"I have discovered by similar experiments that the
zoophyta are governed by similar laws: that they, like fish,
absorb the phosoxygen held in solution by water, as well as
portions of nitrogen; and thus in their chemical attractions,
as well as in their organic powers, seem to be the connecting
links between vegetables and animals/'
This was the first recorded investigation of the respiration
of the zoophyta. He supposes that the brain receives the
electric fluid, which is condensed light, through the nerves.
"The muscles are most probably phosoxydated compounds,
of which the numerous principles are in exact and delicate
equilibrium; and it is likely that on this equilibrium their
irritability depends." In a footnote he remarks: "The
torpedo, and some other animals, give out electric fluid
during animal action. In man, the quantity is probably,
however, too small and too slowly liberated to be ascertain-
able. It would be worth while to try, by a very sensible
electrometer, whether an insulated muscle when stimulated
into action, would not give marks of the liberation of
electric fluid."
He concludes his essay on heat and light with the remark
that every change in sensations and ideas must be accom-
panied by some corresponding change in the organic matter
of the body. Experimental investigation should elucidate
these changes and provide the means for destroying pain
and increasing pleasure. "Thus would chemistry, in its
connection with the laws of life, become the most sublime
and important of all sciences."
In the following essay, on the causes of the colours of
organic beings, he ascribes the bright colours of various
minerals to their high content of phosoxygen. "The white-
ness of etiolated vegetables is occasioned by the deficiency
of light; the different shades of green in the leaves of

